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immensely popular. the movie also stars the legendary
actresses of bollywood – madhuri dixit, preity zinta, and

juhi chawla. puli is the story of a young boy named
sushant singh rajput, who aspires to be an engineer. he
lives with his grandmother, and his parents died in a car
accident. his grandmother is a devout hindu, but he is a
christian. she and his friends convince him to change his
religion. however, sushant refuses and tries to commit

suicide. he is saved by a young muslim girl, priya. puli, a
boy from a village with no tv, phones, or internet, lives

in a hamlet where the only economic activity is
kidnapping. the only way for this village to survive is to
capture children who will be sold to rich families in the

big city. one day, a man arrives from the city with a
beautiful child whom he has kidnapped. he is befriended
by the villagers, who are unaware that he is a kidnapper.
he develops a strong attachment to the village, and the
villagers warmly welcome him into their village. puli full

movie download in hindi 1080p. puli full movie is an
upcoming bollywood comedy-drama film directed by
sanjay mishra. the film stars varun dhawan, ileana

d’cruz, kunal kapoor, and jay bhanushali in leading roles
and prateik babbar in an extended cameo. the film is

written by deva katta and produced by fox star studios,
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utv motion pictures and t-series. the film released on 26
may 2019.
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